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a. Watch the video again and answer the questions.  Ò SB p. 29, ex. 2

1. Why does Washington, D.C. attract so much attention?

a. It’s where America’s future is planned.

b. It’s a very environmentally friendly city.

c. It's a big city with a lot of skyscrapers.

2. What is the population of Washington, D.C.?

a. less than six hundred thousand inhabitants

b. more than six hundred thousand inhabitants

c. exactly six hundred thousand inhabitants.

3. Why is it so nice to live in Washington, D.C.?

a. The metro system makes it easy to move around the city.

b. There are always lots of places to park your car.

c. You have to walk everywhere and this keeps you healthy.

4. Why is The White House so impressive?

a. It’s a magical building.

b. It’s both a home and a symbol of America.

c. It’s always on TV.

b. Answer the questions:

1. Where is the Washington Monument located?  

   

2. What is ‘eclectic’ about Washington, D.C.?  

   

3. What do we learn about Washington, D.C.’s music scene?  

   
Û SB p. 30, ex. 1

a. Read the text again and choose a woman you haven’t talked about.  Ò SB p. 30, ex. 1
Underline all the verbs in the simple past.

 Circle all the dates in the biography. 
 Write sentences about her life.

 Date of birth and birthplace: She 

 Field: She 

 Achievements: She 

1 

MP4 03

2 
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b. Read the text again and find words referring to her job or field: 

 What makes her a pioneer? 

c. Read the whole text and answer the questions.

 1. Can you think of any other influential female figures in cinema? 

   

 2. If you were a philanthropist, what causes would you support? 

   

 3. Do you think Greta Thunberg’s actions will have any impact? why? 

   

 4. In what way did Malala Yousafzai try to influence the United States? 

   

 5. Who do you think has had the greatest impact on the United States? why?

   

Look at Sally Ride’s biographical data.
Write a short biography based on the data from the card.

3 
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Date of birth: 
Birthplace: May 26, 1951, 
Los Angeles, California
Education: physics 
(Stanford University)
Occupation: physicist, 
astronaut
Professional career: NASA

Remarkable achievements: first American 
woman to fly in space 
Awards and honours: the Lindbergh Eagle, 
the NCAA’s Theodore Roosevelt Award, the 
NASA Space Flight Medal
Trivia: two elementary schools in the US are 
named after her
Death: 2012

Sally Ride
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My grammar Ò SB p. 30 / p. 34

THE PAST SIMPLE
• Read the sentences and complete the rule below.

a. In 2008, Kathryn Bigelow directed the movie ‘The Hurt Locker’.
b. In 1971, Oprah Winfrey went to university and began working in radio and television.
c. Greta Thunberg did not work as an astronaut in 1984.

•  There are two types of verbs: regular verbs, e.g. to direct, which always end in  
and irregular verbs, e.g. to go and to begin, that are all different and must be learned.

• To make the past simple negative we use the auxiliary  +  .

• Now, read these sentences and complete the rule below.
• When I was a child, my parents were very interested in sports.
• Sally Ride was an astronaut a long time ago. You weren’t even born at the time.

 The verb be has two past simple forms:  in first and third person singular 
and  with other people. 

• Finally, read these questions and complete the rule.
• When did Greta Thunberg decide to become a climate activist?
• Why wasn’t Malala Yousafzai allowed to go to school?

To make questions in the past simple we use the auxiliary  with all verbs 
except be, which becomes  and .

1  Complete the biography of Clara Barton by conjugating verbs in the past simple. 

Clara Barton was born in Massachusetts. Clara (a)  
(not / go) to public school because she was homeschooled. When she  
(b)  (be) older, she (c)  
(become) a teacher and (d)  (teach) at school 
for about fourteen years. During the American Civil War she  
(e)  (help) the dying soldiers. Her nickname was ‘The 
Angel of the Battlefield.’ Then, she (f)  (go) to Europe: 
there she (g)  (learn) about the International Red Cross. 
When Clara (h)  (return) to the United States she  
(i)  (create) the American Red Cross.

2  Write questions about the life of the 
civil rights activist Maya Angelou.  
Write the answers in your notebook 
with the help of the information sheet.  

Name: Maya Angelou
Birthplace: Missouri
Date of birth: 1928
Date of death: 2014
Job: writer, actress and poet
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Û  Mira Nair, Interview in Doha

VIDEO

MP4 04

Research the career of Fanny Blankers-Koen.
Write a short text about her.    

+

What was so special about her achievements at the 1948 Olympic games?  Û SB p. 31, ex. 2

a.  Watch the interview with Mira Nair, the director of 
the film ‘Amelia’. Ò SB p. 31, ex. 4
What event is she taking part in?

A parade

A film festival

A national celebration

b. Watch the interview again. 
Write down some words that you hear. 

a. a job: 

b. one adjective used to describe Mira Nair: 

c. one adjective used to talk about Amelia: 

d. two adjectives used to describe the event:  ,

c. Watch the interview two more times.
Note the key words you understand. 

First 
listening

Second 
listening

d. Fill in the gaps with what Mira Nair says.
Then watch the interview one last time to check your ideas.

dreamspioneer fl yactivist feltfollow

responsibility great believed had wanted

‘Amelia Earhart was not just a  but someone who  in no 

borders in terms of her  — no boundaries, no horizons. She’s someone 

who proved time and again that she wanted to  . She  a 

dream, she  to fly for the fun of it. She wanted to  her 

dreams to the fullest possible end. And I think that’s a  tale to tell today. 

And I also loved the way she balanced the ecstasy she  in the sky with her 

to the earth. She was an  beyond herself.’ Û SB p. 31, ex. 5

4 

5 
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Write questions for your classmate to find out about the life of a woman they admire.
Fill in the table below for help.  Ò SB p. 31, ex. 5

question word auxiliary verb subject verb complement

Where / When was she born?

did grow up?

study?

choose her?

Û SB p. 31, ex. 6

Write the story of the life of the person your classmate admires.  Ò SB p. 31, ex. 6

Û SB p. 31

6 

7 
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DATES AND TIME MARKERS
• Read the following sentences and circle the time markers.

a. Kathryn Bigelow was born in November.
b. Rosa Parks died in 2005.
c. Oprah started her career in the 1970s.
d. In the 21st century, women are not 

allowed to vote in many countries.
e. She went to the cinema on Monday.

f. She was born on February 18, 1931.
g. The film festival started at 8 pm.
h. Ride went into space many years ago.
i. Last week, Melania Trump visited Utah.
j. Oprah Winfrey’s TV program ran from 

1986 to 2011. 

• Complete each time expression with the appropriate word(s).
•  + month/year
•  +  + decade/century
•  + day/date
•  + time
• duration + 
•  + noun (night/week/month/year)
• period:  (start) -  (end)

1  Choose the correct prepositions to complete the sentences.

a. Amelia was born in / at / on the 1890s.

b. She saw her first plane in / at / on 1907.

c. In / At / On December 28, 1920, she had her first ride in an airplane.

d. She took her first flying lesson in / at / on 1921.

e. She took off for her transatlantic flight in / at / on Friday 20 May.

f. She made her last radio transmission in / at / on 8:43 am.

2  Complete the following sentences with the correct time markers.

a. My mother was born  1968 and my aunt was born  May 28, 1970.

b. Her meeting is today  10 am.

c. She worked as a pilot  1979  1999.

d.  She graduated from university  1950s.

e. She got her job  March.

f. She was named director two weeks  .

g.  week, Oprah travelled to France.
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Read the text again and answer the questions.  Ò SB p. 32, ex. 2

1. Why was Harry T. Burn’s vote so important?

a. It took away women’s right to vote in some states.

b. It gave women the right to vote everywhere in the US.

c. It permitted states to decide if women could vote.

2. When the 19th Amendment was signed...

a. women could already vote in all US states.

b. women couldn’t vote in any US states.

c. women could vote in some US states.

3. Who were the suffragists?

a. men who didn’t want to give women the right to vote

b. only women who wanted the right to vote

c. men and women who wanted to give women the right to vote

4. After 1890, support for women’s suffrage...

a. increased.

b. decreased.

c. stayed the same.
Û SB p. 32, ex. 3

a. Listen to the biography of Susan B. Anthony, a suffragist.  Ò SB p. 32, ex. 3
Note the dates and time references you hear and write why they are important.

Dates Key verbs Other key words

1837 
(aged 17)

was introduced

1868

started

was arrested

1 

2 
Note 

MP3 10
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b. Listen to the audio again. How was Susan B. Anthony honoured and remembered?
Tick the right pictures.

a b c d e

c. With the information you have, complete the timeline.

Susan B. 
Anthony 

died.

1906

End of racial 
discrimination: 
all Americans 
could vote.

1965

19th Amendment: 
American women 

could vote.

1920

Susan B. 
Anthony 
was born.

1820 1837 1868

Research women’s suffrage in the Netherlands.
Complete the timeline below with important dates.

Write a short text about women’s suffrage in the Netherlands.
Use the information from the timeline to help you.   

+

Û SB p. 33, ex. 4

3 

4 
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Look at these photos from the segregation era.  Ò SB p. 33, ex. 4
Read the timeline on p. 33 of your textbook.
Describe the situation for black people in the US in the 1950s. 
Use expressions like at the time, back then and in the past to describe what segregation was.

a b

c d

Back then,
In the 50s,
In the past,
Before 1965,

black people
African Americans

black men and women

weren’t allowed to...
couldn’t...

Û SB p. 33, ex. 5

5 
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My grammar Ò SB p. 33 / p. 34

PAST PERMISSION AND PROHIBITION
• Read the sentences and underline the words that express permission in blue and the words 

that express prohibition in red. 
a. Women weren’t allowed to vote for a long time in the United States.
b. Black people couldn’t vote in the United States for three centuries.
c. Women were allowed to join the American military in 1973.
d. After 1965, black people could use the same water fountains as white people.

• Complete the rule.

• To express permission in the past, we can use:  + the infinitive 
without ‘to’ or  + to + the infinitive without ‘to’.

• To express prohibition in the past, we can use:  + the infinitive 
without ‘to’ or  + to + the infinitive without ‘to’.

1  Connect the ideas in the two lines to make full sentences.

a. Black people in the U.S. ... 1.  weren’t allowed to go to the same schools as white students.

b. Rosa Parks…   2.  wasn’t allowed to vote in the U.S. elections.

c. Young black students… 3.  couldn’t drink from the same fountains as white people.

d. Susan B. Anthony…  4.  wasn’t allowed to stay in her seat on the bus.

2  Rewrite the sentences below using expressions for past permission and prohibition.

a.  Women / to vote / United States / 1900. (-)  

 

b.  Black people / to drink from the same water fountains as whites / 1970s. (+)  

 

c.  Fifty years / black people / to sit where they wanted / movie theatres. (+)  

 

d. 1920 / women / to vote. (+)  

 

e.  1930 / black people / to go / the same beaches as white people. (-)  

 

f.  Women / to become astronauts / before the 1970s. (-)  
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a.  Watch the first part of the video.  Ò SB p. 33, ex. 5
List three places where there was 
segregation.

b.  Watch the second part of the video.
Complete this flash card about Rosa Parks.

c.  Watch the third part of the video.

a.  Rosa Parks moved to:    b. This place was: 

Tuskegee, Alabama    segregated

 Memphis, Tennessee    desegregated

 Montgomery, Alabama

b. Give an example of civil rights mentioned in the video: 

d. Watch the fourth part of the video.
Put the following sentences about Rosa Parks’ act of defiance in chronological order (1–6).

The police got on the bus and Rosa was arrested.

A white man got on the bus and was standing.

Rosa sat down in a seat in the middle of the bus.

The bus driver asked Rosa and three other black people to get up.

The black man and two black women got up, but Rosa refused.

Rosa got on the bus.

Did you know?
The NAACP (National 
Association for the 

Advancement of Colored 
People) was formed in 
1909 to fight against racial 
discrimination in the US.

6 

b.  Watch 
CompleteMP4 07

• Year of birth: 

• She was the granddaughter of: 

a. MP4 08

d. Watch 
PutMP4 09

Û  Mazzarella Media, The Story of Rosa ParksÛ  Mazzarella Media, The Story of Rosa Parks

VIDEO

MP4 06
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My grammar Ò SB p. 34

EXPRESSING CAUSE AND CONSEQUENCE
• Read the sentences. Circle the words that express cause and underline the words that 

express consequence.
a. Since women didn’t have the right to vote, they started protesting.
b. Things changed because Rosa Parks refused to stand up on the bus.
c. Rosa Parks refused to stand up on the bus, therefore things changed.
d. She devoted her life to achieving gender equality, that’s why women can vote in the US.
e. She wanted the right to vote. As a result the US celebrated her with a silver dollar.

• Put the words you identified into the table below.

WORDS THAT EXPRESS CAUSE WORDS THAT EXPRESS CONSEQUENCE

1 Complete the sentences below with an expression of cause or consequence.

a.  She’s a pioneer  she’s one of the first women who went to space.

b. Rosa Parks was African American, she wasn’t allowed to vote.

c.   Women didn’t have the right to vote.   they protested at the White House.

d. Black people had fewer rights than white people  they started the NAACP.

2 Complete the sentences with words that express cause and consequence. There are multiple 
possible answers.

a. women were angry / were not allowed to vote 

b. the government didn’t protect black people / they felt discriminated against 

MP4 10

e. Watch the last part of the video. 
Answer the questions.

a. What did people do to protest Rosa Parks’s arrest?  

   

b. What did the Supreme Court decide?  

   

Û SB p. 33
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THERE WAS / THERE WERE
• Read the sentences and underline the plural nouns in red and the singular nouns in blue.

a. In the 1950s, there were separate toilets for black people and white people.
b. In the 19th century, there was an incredible woman who fought for women’s rights.

•  Therefore we can indicate the presence or existence of something in the past with: 
 + singular noun and  + plural noun. 

c. the 19th Amendment passed in 1920 / American women could vote 

d. the police arrested Susan B. Anthony / she tried to vote 

a. Read the title of the extract.  Ò SB p. 38-39
List five topics you expect to read about.

 Then, read the extract to find out if your ideas are mentioned.

7 

38  thirty-eight

1 Complete the sentences below with the help of the labels.

4. there weren’t 5. they were 6. they weren’t

1. there was 2. there wasn’t 3. there were

a.  equal rights for a long time.

b.  forced to march for equal rights.

c.  happy because they couldn’t vote.

d.   an amendment to give women the right to vote.

e.  many people fighting for rights in the US.

f.  support for civil rights at the beginning.

2   Rosa Parks remembers her childhood.
Complete the text with there was / there were or was / were.

In the United States, (a)  separate schools for black and white 
children. Black people were also required to drink from diff erent water fountains than 
whites. (b)  also a rule that they had to sit in the balcony at the 
movie theatre. It (c)  a terrible time in American history. After 
the Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s (d)  many changes for the 
black community. African Americans (e)  finally allowed to vote.
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b. Now, read the extract again and answer the questions.

1. How did she feel the first time she saw a plane?

a. bored

b. interested

c. surprised

2. Why was the second plane so memorable?

a. It crashed in a field.

b. It flew very close to her.

c. The pilot was a woman.

3. Why did Amelia’s mother buy her a plane?

a. She knew it was important to her.

b. She needed it to get to work.

c. It was really cheap to park.

4. How did she feel when she first got the call?

a. She didn’t believe it.

b. She felt scared.

c. She wasn’t interested.

5. What was her opinion of the recruitment process?

a. It was interesting.

b. It was disappointing.

c. It was embarrassing.

6. What was her favourite thing about being a pilot?

a. You can prove that women can do anything.

b. You get to travel around the world.

c. You can wear what you want when flying.

7. How did Amelia try to make flying look normal?

a. She invited spectators to fly with her.

b. She didn’t wear any special clothes.

c. She never wore goggles to fly.

8. What happened on her solo Atlantic flight?

a. She got very cold.

b. She ran out of fuel.

c. She nearly crashed.

Answer the following questions in your notebook. 
What adjectives describe Amelia Earhart?
How do you think she would feel about modern aviation? 

+

Why do you think she did it all?

a. Read the Culture Blog again and answer the questions.  Ò SB p. 40

1. Why did Danica Patrick stop going to school?  

   

2. What did Danica achieve at the Daytona 500?  

   

3. When did Jeannie Leavitt first get to fly a jet plane?  

   

4. Why did Jeannie have a hard time learning to fly?  

   

b. Answer the following questions with your opinion.

1. Who had more difficulty getting her job?  

   

2. Which job would you prefer to do?  

   

8 

9 
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Review

1 Complete the sentences about the British with the correct prepositions.

a. Josh’s mother is crazy  the royal family. I don’t know why.

b. In the UK you have to drive  the left.

c. British people are never late. They are always  time.

d. I can’t stand waiting  line. It’s so stressful.

e. British people are really keen  cricket but I find it a bit boring.

f. My British friend Colin likes to take the mickey    everybody.

2 Complete the text using the words in, on, from, to, last and before.

(a)  week we learned about the Civil Rights Movement in the United States. (b)

the 1950s black people fought for equal rights. President Lyndon Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act 

(c)  July 2, 1964. He used 75 pens to sign the document and then gave them away. He gave 

one to Martin Luther King. Dr King led the black community (d)  1955 (e)

1968, when he was killed in Memphis.

3 Complete the text with the past simple forms of the verbs provided. 

Martha (a)  on July 4, 1924 and (b)  on a farm in Indiana. When 

she was 18, she (c)  to become a nurse. When she (d)  from 

school she moved to Ann Arbor, Michigan. She (e)  working at the University of 

Michigan as a nurse. Martha met a nice man called William and they (f)  in 1952. She 

(g)  at the age of 88.

4 Rewrite the sentences below using can, be allowed to, can’t, not be allowed to.

a. Josh has no permission to use his mobile phone after 10 pm.

b. Is Josh authorised to go to cinema next Friday?

c. Josh has to work, it’s impossible that he watches TV.

d. Josh is not prohibited from going to the party on Saturday night.

e. Why is it not possible for Josh to have a dog?

get a jobget marriedstudy grow up be borndie graduate

40  forty
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Pronunciation

R IN BRITISH ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ENGLISH

In British English, the r at the end of words is not pronounced. 
In American English, the r at the end of words is pronounced.

4 Listen to these words and tick the correct option: Are they spoken by a Brit
or an American?

BRITISH PRONUNCIATION AMERICAN PRONUNCIATION

1. inventor

2. explorer

3. painter

4. director

5 Listen to each sentence and underline the letter r when you hear it.

a. The painter paints a beautiful picture.

b. The painter paints a beautiful picture.

 Which of these two sentences is in British English pronunciation?      a     b

4 

5 

MP3 14

MP3 15

THE PRONUNCIATION OF –ED IN THE PAST

1 Listen to these past verbs. Do you hear /d/, /t/ or /ɪd/?

/d/ /t/ /ɪd/

1. painted

2. destroyed

3. worked

2 Listen to the infinitives and their past forms and tick the box
that matches the final sound.

INFINITIVE vowel consonant PAST /d/ /t/ /ɪd/

1. land 4. landed

2. pass 5. passed

3. play 6. played

3 After /t/ or /d/, -ed is pronounced: 
After unvoiced consonants, such as /k/ or /s/, -ed is pronounced: 
After a vowel, -ed is pronounced: 

1 

2 

3 

MP3 12

MP3 13
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Check your skills

A2A2A2 InteractionInteractionInteraction
My biographyMy biographyMy biography

AskAskAsk

Where were you born?Where were you born?Where were you born?

 I can ask and answer questions about 
myself and others.

A2A2A2 SpeakingSpeakingSpeaking
My favourite American My favourite American My favourite American 

RecordRecordRecord

  I can recount the life story of an 
American I admire.

A2/B1A2/B1A2/B1 WritingWritingWriting
Life in the 1950sLife in the 1950sLife in the 1950s

In the 1950s there wasn’t...In the 1950s there wasn’t...In the 1950s there wasn’t...
Black people couldn’t…Black people couldn’t…Black people couldn’t…

  I can describe the living conditions in the 
United States during segregation.

42  forty-two

  

A2A2A2 ListeningListeningListening
Dian Fossey’s life Dian Fossey’s life Dian Fossey’s life 

111

222

333

444

555

666   

I can understand a biography.

MP3 16
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A2/B1A2/B1A2/B1 ReadingReadingReadingReadingReadingReading
Harriet TubmanHarriet TubmanHarriet TubmanHarriet TubmanHarriet TubmanHarriet Tubman

ReadReadRead

111

222

333

444

555

666

777

888

999

101010

Û www.harriet-tubman.orgÛ www.harriet-tubman.org

Harriet Tubman was born a slave in the state of Maryland in 
the United States in 1820 or 1821. There weren’t birth records 
for slaves back then so historians aren’t sure. Her name was 
Araminta Ross but she changed it when she was thirteen.  
Since she was a slave, life was very di� icult. She lived in a 
one-room cabin with 11 brothers and sisters. She did di� icult 
jobs like plowing the fields and she didn’t have a lot to eat. In 
1849 she escaped from slavery to freedom. She was extremely 
brave because later she helped other slaves to escape to 
the north, including her parents. Harriet was so successful at 
helping other slaves that the slave owners o� ered a reward of 
$40,000 for her capture.
In fact, it’s believed Tubman rescued over 70 slaves, risking her own life more than 13 
times.  Because she led slaves to safety and freedom so successfully, she was given 
the name ‘Moses’, after the prophet who led the Hebrews out of Egypt and to freedom.  
She also timed her rescue missions well, preferring to work in darkness during the long 
winter nights.  Not only that, but she often did this at the weekend, so that newspapers 
could not report the slaves’ escapes until the following Monday.  
However, she did not work entirely alone, but had a group of fellow Americans help her 
organise the escapes, including railway workers and ministers.  Despite the best e� orts 
of many, Harriet Tubman was never captured.
In later life, she also contributed to the cause of women’s su� rage and worked alongside 
Susan B. Anthony and Emily Howland. She died in 1911.

10

15

20

5

  I can understand the important events 
in the life of an American woman.
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